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ABSTRACT
The aim of this publication is to determine the correlates of creative and transgressive behavior in the context of the model of the determinants of creative management. The aim of this study was to verify empirically the relationship between the symptoms of creative features (cognitively and characterologically) and indicators of transgressive behavior. The determinants of subjective qualities of creative and transgressive behavior are analyzed in this article. The author has adopted the assumption about a role of transgressive behaviors in dynamics of creative behaviors (creative resources). The following set of methods has been applied in the research: 1) Questionnaire of Creative Behavior KANH (Popek, 2001; Popek, 2010); 2) Scale to Measure Transgression (STr), (Studenski, 2006). Activity, predominance, courage and high self-esteem – main indicators of functioning a man with a high level of subject creative features – have proved to be significantly correlated with transgressive indicators of behavior. Subject of creative features expressed in a creative attitude coexists with transgressive behaviors: pro-creative motivation in searching for changes, non-conformism, focus on activity and overcoming problems, openness and courage to take up new tasks, innovation and acceptance of novelty. The resulting configurations of features in a range of variables (characteristics of creative and transgressive behavior) correspond to factors conditioning the success in business and management. To a little extent the previous studies took into account the subjective features recognized as creative (in the cognitive and characterological sphere) and their relationship with predisposition for transgressive behavior. The obtained results of research could contribute to the existing scientific achievements in the field of management of important determinants and correlates with subjective features ensuring success. It is defined by a transgressive action – as a kind of activity type to be changed. Subjective characteristics of the creative (creative assets) increases the efficiency of the action.
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INTRODUCTION

Human capital is a specific resource and the benefits of investing in it are indisputable. In a global economy, the human factor is increasingly linked to the progress of management (Rożnowski et al., Biela, Banika, 2006; Juchnowicz, 2010; Bohdziewicz, 2011). Components of human capital (Steward, 1997; Cole, 1995) – knowledge and skills, experience, creativity and innovation, motivation, agility, creating visions exploring the future – constitute the intellectual capital and social capital – interpersonal relationships between team members (Miller et al., Omens, Delvadia, 1991) and emotional capital – consistency in achieving, courage in action, empathy, assertiveness, social openness, the logic in action, observing standards and values (Mayer et al., Salovey, Caruso, 2000; Mayer et al., Roberts, Barsade, 2008). Managing creativity is one of the new challenges of organization and management (Proctor, 2001; Bransford, Stein, 1993; Mroziewski, 2005; Witkowski, Listwan, 2008; Tyszka, 2004). A creative person is
functioning in a connection with a specific mechanism which essence is the interaction operating in accordance with the principle of feedback of the following elements: 1) potential cognitive creative talents or gifts; 2) personality activation – halting or stimulating activity of emotional and motivational sphere upon creativity development in the cognitive sphere and its manifestation in one's behavior; 3) the evaluation of the effects of one's own activity – creative or adaptive (Popek, 2001; Popek, 2010). The aim of publication is to determine the connections of creative and transgressive behavior in the context of the model of the creative management determinants. Creative resources symptoms were included in the terms of determinants of a success. This article analyzes the determinants of subjective qualities of creative and transgressive behavior. The following set of methods has been applied in the research: 1) Questionnaire of Creative Behavior KANH (Popek, 2001; Popek, 2010); 2) Scale to Measure Transgression (STr), (Studenski, 2006).

Governance is a set of activities including planning, decision making, organizing, leadership and controlling resources of human organization, (Clarke, 1997; Gryffin, 2000; Cole, 1995). Creativity in business requires creative thinking skills, expertise and motivation (Amabile, 1998; Crant, 2000; Kharkurin, 2014; Cropley, Cropley, 2012). Tendency to take economic and enterprising behavior is a complex syndrome of personality traits (Peltier, 2005; Strzałecki, 2006; Strzałecki, Lzurej, 2011; Witkowski, 2003; Caroff, Lubart, 2012; Rakowska, 2001; Rożnowski et al., Biela, Bańka, 2006). It determines the high motivation to achieve a success, readiness to take risks and high level of innovation (Studenski, 2006). Persons characterized by symptoms such as an arrangement exhibit characteristics enterprising behavior in situation tasks (Goszczyńska, 2006; Studenski, 2004). According to the theory on investment of Sternberg and Lubart (1991, 1999) creation requires cooperation (a confluence) of six interrelated factors: intellectual abilities, knowledge, style of thinking (especially legislative), personality traits, motivation of an internal nature and the environment (supportive social environment), (Sternberg, 1996, 2003).

Innovative solutions for the technological, organizational and social problems are not possible to be used without a creative approach. The creative process used to generate innovation can be recognized in terms of a creative problem-solving system (creative problem solving – CPS), (Proctor, 2003). Intuition and intuitive thinking plays a special role in the process of a creative problem solving for innovation. They facilitate the search for new solutions and applications. Features of intuitive thinking (intuitive intelligence) are unconscious, non-verbal, emotional and heuristic (Runco, 2004, 2012; Dobrołowicz, 2001). Distinctive competences (differentiating competences) – employee's competencies effectively distinguish it from other such as leadership, empathy, future orientation, readiness to learn, focus on creativity, tolerance and ambiguity, awareness of the value (Pocztowski, 2008). The effective management played an important role in the works of the personality associated with the concept of creativity. Persons succeeding in creative entrepreneurship show a characteristic configuration of management features for creative people (Strzałecki, 2001; Stasiakiewicz, 1999; Nosal, 1993; Dąbek et al., Jarmuż, Witkowski, 1994). The results of empirical research on the sources of success in business and management, show that the main determinants of this success – the ability to take risk, optimism, hope, sense of coherence, are derived from the ability of transgression. Previous studies on the effectiveness of the functioning of entrepreneurs and managers indicate a high level of creative behavior expressed in an creative base of openness to innovation (Goszczyńska, 2006). Creative management is defined as willingness and ability to make and implement new, courageous changes (Tyszka, 2004). It can also be a creative management of people and resources, including informational (Strzałecki, 2001) and creative management (Strzałecki, 2003). Disposition of taking economic and entrepreneurial behavior is a complex syndrome of personality traits that sets high achievement motivation, readiness to take risks, as well as a high level of innovation. People with such system characterized by symptoms often manifest characteristics of entrepreneurial behavior in situation tasks (Glăveanu, 2014). Important proactivity variables are: style creative behavior, entrepreneurship, belief in self-efficacy (Crant, 1995, 1996; Bateman, Crant, 1993; Silvia et al., Beaty, Nusbaum, Eddington, Kwapił, 2014). Proactivity is a purposeful activity, aimed at making and implementing changes, initiating and using the occasion (Bańka, 2005, 2007; Bańka, Hauziński, 2015). Proactivity is a form of building forms of capital career (Lamb, Sutherland, 2010).
An example of this study demonstrates the growing importance of creative resources of individuals and their implementation in the field of management, entrepreneurship and innovation. The previous studies, to the small extent, took into account the subjective features of the creativity (cognitive and characterological sphere) and their relationship with predisposition for transgressive behavior. Question of the relationship between these variables requires further in-depth empirical studies.

1. Research hypothesis

The aim of the study is to demonstrate that effective management mechanisms play an important personality, tied the theory and practice of the concept of creativity and transgression. The effective and creative management mechanisms are an important personality bonding to the transgression. Persons receiving success in creative entrepreneurship and management exhibit a characteristic configuration of the characteristics of creative people.

The obtained results of the research provided new data on the inter-relationships between symptoms of creative features and indicators of transgressive behavior. The main issue was presented in the form of a question about the relation between the occurrence of subject creative features and subject-causative activities and transgressive behaviors. It was assumed that in the pursuit of creative competencies, subject creative features and subject-causative activities (Non-Conformism-Conformism) are positively connected with transgressive behaviors and activities directed at changes (hypothesis 1). The author adopted the assumption about a role of transgressive behaviors in dynamics of creative behaviors (creative resources), (hypothesis 2). Transgressions are innovative and creative activities. A transgressive concept of a man, focused on change and development, assumes that human behavior is an intentional and autonomic activity which is purpose-oriented and aimed at surpassing possibilities (Kozielecki, 1987/1999, 2001/2007). Non-conformism as a personality trait is an indispensable characteristics of creative people. Positive personality activation is defined as an active set of non-conformism traits stimulating the individual's potential for creativity in terms of cognition and realisation. A person's positive personality activation improves the likelihood of efficient and constructive utilisation of one's cognitive potential, the ability to defend one's own creations and convince others to acknowledge their value. This active attitude is based upon such traits as: high self-esteem, spontaneity, activeness, resilience and perseverance, as well as independence (Popek, 2001; Popek, 2010).

2. Research methods

The following set of methods was applied in the research: 1) Questionnaire of Creative Behavior KANH (Popek, 2001; Popek, 2010); 2) Scale to Measure Transgression (STr), (Studenski, 2006). The KANH Questionnaire of Creative Behavior is probably one of the most esteemed and most often used questionnaires in Poland when it comes to diagnosing the general creative and imitative abilities of people. The Questionnaire comprises 60 statements, all in the form of declarative sentences. The KANH includes four subscales: (K) Conformism and (N) Nonconformism, belonging to the emotional-motivational sphere, as well as (A) Algorithmic Behavior and (H) Heuristic Behavior, belonging to the cognitive sphere. The subscale of Conformism and Algorithmic Behavior account imitative attitudes, while the subscales of Non-conformism and Heuristic Behavior measure creative attitudes. Each of the subscales controls 15 traits distributed dichotomously, as continuous traits (continuum). In the revised version KANH III the number of questions was reduced from 60 to 26, diagnosing 13 traits on the conformism – non-conformism scale and 13 on the scale of heuristic behaviour – algorithmic behaviour (Bernacka, 2008).

In this study placing a bed of a total of 12 variables: six dimensions of the model of creative attitude and six behavior transgressive factors to test hypotheses statistical model of factor and correlation analysis was used.
Women and men in the first decade of early adulthood (20-23 years old), a middle phase (24-29 years old), and people over 29 years old (30-35 years old) were invited to take part in the research. 350 individuals altogether between 20 and 35 years of age took part in the research (including 290 women and 60 men). The participants were students of the University of Bialystok. The sample selection was purposeful. The survey was anonymous.

Research was carried out in the annual period of time.

3. Research Results

We reported a higher percentage of very creative individuals within the group of respondents over 29 (due to a significantly higher level of a subject-causative activity). The results show increased predisposition to transgressive behavior among men in gender-distinct groups (men and women). Higher indicators of transgressive behavior among men were observed within the scope of the attitude to dominate others, extending one’s rights and influence and courage to undertake new tasks that are difficult and risky. As expected, the level of willingness to undertake transgressive behaviors varied with age in the examined group. The obtained results indicate that people above 30 are more often characterized by a high level of transgressive behaviors.

The analysis helped to develop the characteristics of a factor activity aimed to change (Tab. 1).

Five features, that is high self-esteem, openness, activity, courage and adaptive flexibility, decided about the essence of Non-Conformism’s subject activation factor. The features obtained in the factor structure of Non-Conformism, correspond to the characteristics of a creative and innovative style of functioning.

The values of Pearson’s correlation of Nonconformism, Conformism, Heuristic Behavior, Algorithmic Behavior (Questionnaire of Creative Behavior KANH) and scale factors measured Transgression (transgressive behavior), (Scale Factors measured Transgression STR) are presented in Tab. 2.

The higher the level of a creative attitude (N+H) and its elements in the cognitive (H), (heuristic behaviors) and characterological (N), (non-conformist orientation) sphere, the stronger the relations with different manifestations of transgression: disposition to dominate others, motivation to enrich competencies, innovation in designing new solutions, and courage to take up new tasks. Subject of non-conformist (N) features which were connected with transgressive behaviors included the strongest: predominance, activity, courage, spontaneity, consistency, originality, and high self-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions Nonconformity</th>
<th>Factor Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High self-esteem</td>
<td>0, 675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>0, 669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activeness</td>
<td>0, 632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage</td>
<td>0, 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>0, 398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-organization</td>
<td>0, 654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominativeness</td>
<td>0, 591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive flexibility</td>
<td>0, 547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>0, 473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>0, 743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-criticism</td>
<td>0, 696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance</td>
<td>0, 577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>0, 727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>0, 665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perseverance</td>
<td>0, 652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - The method of extracting factors – the main components Rotation method - varimax with Kaiser normalization.
esteem. Activity, predominance, courage and high self-esteem – main indicators of functioning a man with a high level of subject creative features – have proved to be significantly correlated with transgressive behaviors’ indicators.

Subject creative features combine positively with transgressive behaviors being taken up. Subject-causative activity (Non-Conformism) is positively connected with taking up and realizing transgressive behaviors and changes-oriented activities. Subject creative features expressed in a creative attitude coexist with transgressive behaviors: pro-creative motivation in searching for changes (T1), non-conformism (T2), focus on activity and overcoming problems (T3), openness and courage to take up new tasks (T4), innovation (T5) and acceptance of novelty (T6).²

The achieved research results allow to assume three basic strategies of the implementation of creative competencies (creative subject and transgressive resources) in adult life. The first one is the strategy (a concept of functioning) of adaptive (conservative, adaptable) realization of creative competencies (potential, subject resources). The second one is a creative (innovative) strategy, whereas the third one – balanced (harmonious), (adaptive-innovative). All three strategies derive from the need to create, which is developmental power and dynamism of any activity where human potential is realized (Wroblewska, 2013, 2015).

---

² The achieved research results allow to assume three basic strategies of the implementation of creative competencies (creative subject and transgressive resources) in adult life. The first one is the strategy (a concept of functioning) of adaptive (conservative, adaptable) realization of creative competencies (potential, subject resources). The second one is a creative (innovative) strategy, whereas the third one – balanced (harmonious), (adaptive-innovative). All three strategies derive from the need to create, which is developmental power and dynamism of any activity where human potential is realized (Wroblewska, 2013, 2015).

---

### Tab. 2. The values of Pearson’s r correlation of Nonconformism, Conformism, Heuristic Behavior, Algorithmic Behavior (KANH) and Scale Factors measured Transgression (STr)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACTORS MEASURED TRANSGRESSION SCALE</th>
<th>KANH</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>K</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>`-326**</td>
<td>`-196**</td>
<td>`-137**</td>
<td>`-380**</td>
<td>`-021</td>
<td>`-225**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(one-sided)</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,009</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,358</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>`-105*</td>
<td>`-190**</td>
<td>`-115*</td>
<td>`-288**</td>
<td>`-021</td>
<td>`-094</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(one-sided)</td>
<td>,035</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,024</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,362</td>
<td>,053</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>`,353**</td>
<td>`,347**</td>
<td>`,272**</td>
<td>`,306**</td>
<td>`,282**</td>
<td>`,355**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(one-sided)</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>`,355**</td>
<td>`,129*</td>
<td>`,288**</td>
<td>`,219**</td>
<td>`,256**</td>
<td>`,328**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(one-sided)</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,013</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>K+A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>`-254**</td>
<td>`-218**</td>
<td>`-143**</td>
<td>`-382**</td>
<td>`-002</td>
<td>`-186**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(one-sided)</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,007</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,484</td>
<td>,001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N+H</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>`,396**</td>
<td>`,273**</td>
<td>`,313**</td>
<td>`,296**</td>
<td>`,302**</td>
<td>`,383**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(one-sided)</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td>,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** - Correlation significant at the level at the 0.01 level (one-sided); * - Correlation significant at 0.05 level (one-sided)
4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The obtained results of the research provided new data on the inter-relationships between symptoms of creative features and indicators of transgressive behavior. It is difficult to determine the direction of the relationship between the studied variables. Do subjective characteristics cause creative transgressive behavior? Does making transgressive behavior affect the growth level of creative attitude and its components? In Popek’s opinion the dichotomy of adaptation and creation is a trait characteristics of human existence and the two types of functions are inseparable (Popek, 2010).

The resulting configurations of features in a range of variables (characteristics of creative and transgressive behavior) corresponded to factors conditioning the success in business and management (Stasiakiewicz, 1999; Strzalecki, 2001; Bańska, 2005; Bańka, Hauziński, 2015). Creative competencies and transgressive behaviors are a specific resource. Creativity in the management (including personal resources and capabilities) requires activity, independence, action orientation and overcoming difficulties, the courage to take on new tasks, openness and acceptance of something new. Willingness to take creative and transgressive behavior is a complex syndrome of personality traits. It determines the willingness to take risks. People with such system characterized by symptoms often exhibit characteristics of innovative approaches, creative and entrepreneurial in task situations (differentiating competences of management wizard). In the pursuit of fulfillment and inner potential development, motivation derives from two basic needs: competence – impact on the events and effects of activities, and autonomy – acting with a sense of choice freedom. Subject creative features combine positively with transgressive behaviors being taken up. The obtained results indicate that people above 30 are more often characterized by a high level of transgressive behaviors. Within the group of respondents over 29, we reported a higher percentage of highly creative individuals (due to a significantly higher level of subject-causeative activity). Considering creative competencies from the transgressive perspective, it is worth pointing out that similar to the creative approach, they present a man as an active person creatively transforming his/her environment and himself/herself. A creative person is functioning in connection with a specific mechanism which essence is the interaction operating in accordance with the principle of feedback of the following elements: 1) potential cognitive creative talents or gifts; 2) personality activation – halting or stimulating activity of emotional and motivational sphere upon creativity development in the cognitive sphere and its manifestation in one's behavior; 3) the evaluation of the effects on one's own activity – creative or adaptive (Popek, 2001; Popek, 2010).

The obtained results of research could enrich the existing scientific achievements in the field of management of important determinants and correlates subjective features ensuring success. It is defined by a transgressive action – as a kind of activity type to be changed. Subjective characteristics of the creativity (creative assets) increase the efficiency of action.

CONCLUSIONS

This article analyzes the determinants of subjective qualities of creative and transgressive behavior in the context of the model of the creative management determinants. Creative resources symptoms were included in the term of success determinants. What is the novelty of this scientific work?

First: research project was based on the concept of man’s transgressive feature Kozielecki (1987/1999, 2001/2007). A transgressive concept of a man, focused on change and development, assumes that human behavior is an intentional and autonomic activity which is purpose-oriented and aimed at surpassing possibilities. Transgressions are innovative and creative activities. They let man go beyond the limits of his/her previous functioning, thus allowing acquisition of new areas of activity, or the formation of new values. Secondly: The authoress has adopted the assumption about a role of transgressive behaviors in dynamics of creative behaviors (creative resources). Thirdly: Considering creative competencies from the transgressive perspective, it is worth pointing out that similar to the creative approach they present a man as an active person creatively transforming his/her environment and himself/herself. He/she is an active creator, capable of transgressive thinking and behavior concentrated on change and development.

Fourthly: These human resources are potential correlates of a success in creative managing. Creativity in management – is a creative management one of the
symptoms of human resources? Activity, predominance, courage and high self-esteem – main indicators of functioning of a man with a high level of subject creative features – proved to be significantly correlated with transgressive behaviors’ indicators. It may mean that subject creative features supported by predisposition to transgressive behaviors (and the opposite) are important personal resources – components of human capital.

Subject creative features expressed in a creative attitude coexist with transgressive behaviors: pro-creative motivation in searching for changes, non-conformism, focus on activity and overcoming problems, openness and courage to take up new tasks, innovation and acceptance of novelty. Subject non-conformism features which were connected with transgressive behaviors included the strongest: predominance, activity, courage, spontaneity, consistency, originality, and high self-esteem.

At the same time, it serves personal potential enhancement and is connected with the achievement of well-being. What is more, it increases an ability to perceive the environment in accordance with one's needs and values. It influences development of a sense of self-authorship and competence. It allows to take up a challenge. It stimulates development of positive interpersonal relations and social contacts and has impact on personal development. It is not only success that makes man happy, being happy brings success too.

Success-orientation – is a belief that fate favors individuals in realizing their goals, positive thinking – is positive expectations, positive thinking, acceptance of oneself and the environment, openness – is readiness for new and not typical experiences, risk acceptance.

Referring to the model of well-being proposed by Ryff (1989, 1996) we may suppose and assume with a high degree of likelihood that in the case of people with a high level of creative attitude and subject- causative activity (Non-Conformism), the following dimensions of well-being refer to them: autonomy, control of the environment, self-acceptance, personal development, a sense of having a goal in life, and positive relations with other people. These aspects create favorable conditions and a kind of readiness for development understood as the process of actions’ pursuit initiated actively and purposefully by an individual.

The limitation of the study is a sampling of research. It was not recruited from specialty area of management. It would therefore make replicas studies involving a group of people associated with the field of management, entrepreneurship and economics. As noted in the introduction question of the relationship of measured variables requires further in-depth empirical studies. The proposals for future research and exploration in this area may include the following questions: what kind of subjective creative qualities and transgressions take part in the implementation of the objectives and tasks in specific areas and fields of management? Is there a relationship between creative management and creative management results? What specific creative results in the management can raise the creative potential of a human and his ability to constantly push the boundaries?
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